
A t --

l.X 

2. A 

3. every "t-SUDset 

if it COlltalns 

eleme:ntl~:ry COl11n1;mJF':, it can be shown that if s 
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Since j.L must be an this a necessary condition for exis-
tence of the t-design, for any s < t. Given t, k and v, there is a smallest positive 

A'" (t, Ie, v) such that these conditions are satisfied for all 0 ~ s < t. 
If we every block of at - (v, k, A) with to the point 

set, we get at - (v, v k, A') where 

A' 

we shall restrict our attention to the situation where k v /2. 

Let (~) denote the set of all (~) of a v-set X. :Smou()se A A*(t, k, v). 

A large set of t k, A) (v, k, A) 

The number of set 

of t (v, k, A) set are 
and we the term 

If we take all the blocks of 
x, we get a (t - 1) ( v k 
A*(t,k,v) l,k v k,A) 
form an LS (t - 1) (v l,k 1, 

U nde:r certain the process of derivation can be reversed. Suppose 
t and v + 1. Let 00 tJ. and 

A"'= AE u :A 

is a (t + 1) (v + 1, k + 1, A) [1]. This OlH~rat~lon is called 
extension. 

It is easy to see that if we have 
and form the extension of every 

(t + 1) - (v + 1, Ie + 1, A). 
A table of t - (v, Ie, 

and Kreher [6]. list paJ~aIIletl~r 
about the existence of sets. As 
has been written by Teirlinck [24]. 

even and v = 2k+ 1), 
we obtain an LS 

Colbourn 
include information 

sets of disjoint designs 

In this paper, we find several new of large sets of t ( v, Ie, A) designs 
when v = 9,10,11 and 12. The sets are 2 (9,4, 2 - (10,4, 
2 - (10,5, 2 - (11,5,2), 2 - 4,3), 2 - (12,6,5), 3 6, 2 - (12,5,20) 
and 3 - (12,5,6). These sets and the used to obtain them are 
described in the remainder of the paper. We also an table of 
sets of t - (v, k, A) for v ~ 15 in the AppeIHll:lC. 
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(i-InvarIant sets 

pelL1D.liltation of X. If we let 
which we denote 

:ll E for A E A). 
define P {(X, 

SYltnIlllet,nc group on and let :F be an 
k, that :F is G-invariant if P :F for all 7r E G. 

Denote the orbits of under the action of G C 1 

........................ ",17 consider the set all distinct t - (v, k, l) 
under the action of G V : 1 

Theorem 2.1 There ea:ists a G-invariant aet t if and 
if there ezilt8 a 0 1 vector U dimension l' JHJ.ch that U M 

the &-dimen8ional column vector 1 

G-invariant. This observation 
L5 t k, A). 

3 2-

In "'''''''''''AU'''', we the p8JrWIletler 2 There are seven 
in a set. It seems reasonable to look for an LS 2 3) which is obtained 
from one "starter the seven powers of pelrmutl:Ltlc~n (1 2 3 
4 we take G = ((j). In such a the seven will all 

J will have one non-zero co-·orICUIlla1;le, 

be a 2-(9,4,3) 
pelrm'utllbtlOin 1T' j it is easy to check 

set will be 
non'-lsOltnOI'lpmC 2 (9,4,3) 

It is also obvious that E Aut(A), 
is the group of A. More generally, 
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and if 1r for some 

We 
see this as follows. 
p-1h-1h'p g(9')-1. 
see that no nO:I1-10e1ltl1;y 

have been enumerated in and 
nOltl-U!ODJ.or'phlC U. ..... OAI".llO. We :find that two of the 11 

The un(ierJlylIJlJ;!; 
and we find that 
7 x we know that there 
these 12 all,."nrnr ......... h' ... 

8, 
7, 
3, 

1,7, 
1,9, 
7,5, 

..... ""LLA, ....... , and each of these two 

au'toIDOJrplusltn group of order 
set. Since 672 8 

among the 672. In 
lsomc)rp.hlsms are the 12 peJ['mut~:l.tl()ns in 

and {3 = (1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7)(8 
"' .... J"" ... ..., ... v of the normalizer 

A similar situation arises with Set # 2. The nnrtplrlV1:T1O' 

autornOll"ptrisln group of order and we find that 
rise to a set. Since 1344 
among the 1344. The 6 an 

so (0:) will pe]~m1Ilte the six distinct .<!nVY'l ... ' ....... h"'· Set 
# 2. 

Hence, we have the following. 

Theorem S.l Let (J' (1 ~ :1 -I 56 7){8){9) and G = (0"). Then there are precisely 
two non-isomorphic G-invariant LS 2·- (9,4,3). 
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4 

The 
Hons act on the 
sets are as follows. 

Set #1 

2-

1. (1 2 5 4 6 10 8 3 1 9 

2. (1 4 8 11 10 5 6)(3 9) 

618 10 

195 

We shall use the 

Then there are 

suitable peJI.'IDutl:l.

~e][lerate the five large 



3. (1)(2){3){4)l5){6 11110 8){9) 

4. (1 3 2 8 4 6)(5 7)(9)(10)(11) 

5. (1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(689 710)(11) 

6. (13 11)(2 9 5 710)(4)(6 8) 

Large Set #2 

1. (1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6 10)(7)(8 11)(9) 

2. (1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6 89)(7)(10)(11) 

3. (111)(2 745 3 9 10 6)(8) 

4. (1 4 62 7)(3 9)(5 11 8 10) 

5. (1 3 26)(4 7 5 11 9 8)(10) 

6. (13 876 11)(2 10)(4)(5 9) 

Set 

1. (14 6 2 7)(3 9)(5 10)(8)(11) 

2. (1 2 5 4 8 3 9 10 

3. (1 3 2 6 4 10 5 8 11 9 7) 

4. (1 4 10 5 11 8 7)(2 6)(3 9) 

5. (110 9 742 8 5 3)(6)(11) 

6. (12)(3)(4)(5)(6 7108)(9 11) 

Large Set #4 

1. (1 4 9 1 3 11 5 8 6)(2)(10) 

2. (110 8 5 3 2 6 7 4)(9 11) 

3. (1 4 7 2 10 5 11 9 3 6)(8) 

4. (1 7 6 10 5)(2 4 3 11 8 9) 

5. (111 2 10 7 4 5 3 9 6)(8) 

6. (1 6 7 4)(2 9 8 5 3)(10)(11) 
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Set 

1. (1 6 3 11 9 7 10 4 

(1 25483 79 

(1 3 2 

4. (1 

6. (1 

dimensions 
at least one 
the matrix _-.. ____ . __ _ 

2 - (10,4, 
There 

9) 

can involve a 

u'"',,'J.t;:. .... ...,. 1l>tnrrl01'nh1lC' to D21 

under G. Thus, 
rernOVlIllil those rows of 

which contain entries obtain submat:rix of dimensions 
444 x 30. It about one minute C01TIP,utilng time on a SPARCstation 1 for 
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our program :iyntn to detenmne that there are no omary SOlutIOns u to the system 
UM~ 1. 

There are a total of ISllll/lGsl lO!/24 = 151200 designs to D s, and 
these fuse into 21600 orbits under G. Here the matrix M Ms has 
dimensions 21600 x 30, but after removal of the rows with entries than 1, we 
obtain a submatrix of dimensions 1104 x 30. A Synth run about six 
minutes to determine the set of binary solutions to the U M~ 1. 

nrf~~n«,plv 36 G-invanant LS 2 (10,4,2) in which all 

COrnpl:1Se two orbits 
solutions 

l!U1irnr."i"nhH" to 

L 5) 

2. (1 7 5 98 

L , 1f (1 5 7 8 9)(3 10 4) 

2. p (1 7 3 8 4 9 10 5) 

L , 1f (1 7 9 10 2 6 8 5 3) 

2. Dol, P (1 10 3 8 4 7 2 6 9 5) 

~u:mIl(lrujzi:ng, we have the following result. 

Theorem 5.1 Let U' = (1)(2)(3)(4 5 (J 789) and G (U'). Then there are precisely 
three non-isomorphic G-invariant LS 2 - (10,4,2). 
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6 ot 

of 

" 

4,3) 

"transversal" across 33 orbits of 
cmnp.lenleIlLtru:y set 165 blocks. There are two nm::ns()mcOrphlC 

from four initial sets 10 x 33 = 330 blocks. An exhaustive 
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search showed that no such tra.nsversal exists. Serious efforts to decl!OIlI1PCJSe 
165 blocks other ways were not made. 

Another focused on 0"2' There are 99 orbits of each of 
under the action of 0"2. Several 2 4,3) from Constable 

[8]) were hit with ra.ndom Roughly one in fifteen of these ra.ndom 

(1 

2 

of a 3) "tra.nsversal" of 33 of the 99 orbits a.nd 
4,3) Over such sets of five 

4,3) were found but very few sets of ten LU.11..I.~Lla..LL'y dlS](nnt 
ae!~UnlS were found. Searches for a final "tra.nsversal" of the relma>inimg 

there 
not divide 15. We 

that would 
under the action of p. The other 

COIllSis'ts of four .LU1.L~lJlG.IJl~Y disk,int 

but efforts to deC:OIll1pIOSe the 

.. 1-1-"" ....... .-.1- ra.n for a week but no resulted. In about 
no:n-lSOlnOrpJtuc sets of three of were ji(eli1eI~atEed. 
It turned out that three of these 80 sets of 99 blocks had autorno:rpllislffi 

tha.n order 12 = 101). After one of these three 
three of a 

from the unused blocks. A 
deC:OD:lpOsed into a (O",p) set of four :2 - (12,4,3) This 

process was repeated on the remaining blocks. 
After several futile runs a fortuitous overnight run a.n LS. Consider 

the following sets of blocks. 

{1,2,4,5} 
Sl {I, 5, 6, 9} 

{4,5,9, 

{1,:2,8, {1,2,9, 
{1,5,10,12} {1,6,7, 
{4,7,9,1:2} {4,7,10,11} 
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{1,4,10, 
{1,7,9,12} 
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block 

DiJJc:rete 

L,ll:nUJT'I.IJUIP: and Dublin 

7,4) 

4, and 

1. 

of a set of 

related structures. prt:~pr:jlnt. 

maximum number of dJS.]0111t 

sets of rI,."nn'T "..·,,,.,1 ... ,,,,,,1 ... Svs:tclns. Ars liomiJ~nGttOlrza. 

J. H. van H. A. van .......... JV.I.:"". and J. R. Wiekama. Block with 
""<1I •. .LUU···~JL.'oJJ. 1977. 
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In the IOJJ.ow:me: 

exist. 

N denotes the number of in the 
set is unknown. lit Denotes that the 

Table 1: Existence of sets oft (v,k, 

2 
2 
3 

3 
2 
3 
4 
2-
2-
3-
2-
3-
4-
2 
3-
4-
5-

N Existence Remarks 

2 
42 
14 
7 
5 

15 
3 
6 
6 

42 
42 
14 

7 

yes 
yes 

no * 
no 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 
yes 

no * 
no 

this paper 
Teirlinck 
this paper 
Kramer and Mesner 
this paper 
extension of L8 2 3) 
Teirlinck 

this paper 
Denniston 
LS 3-

Kreher 
5,4) 

extension of LS 2 5,2) 
LS 3 - 5,2) does not exist 
LS 3 - (10,4,1) does not exist 
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does not 
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